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Since the introduction of the 
Model 700 in 1962, Remington has 
received thousands of customer 
complaints of incidents of rifles 
firing without a pull of the 
trigger
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Remington’s consistent response 
has been one of the following:

Ø Somehow, the trigger was 
unintentionally pulled

Ø The maintenance of the rifle 
was unsatisfactory

Ø The rifle was adjusted out of 
Remington’s specifications
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Remington’s internal test results 
prove otherwise
Remington’s internal test results 
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1947 tests already revealed the 
potential of “the firing pin 
moving forward when the bolt is 
closed”
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closed”
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Remington recognized 
immediately the gravity of this 
with respect to its liability for 
the safety of its product
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Remington recognized the 
continuing benefit of analyzing 
internal results in the context of 
complaints from the field
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An ultimate “complaint from the 
field” occurred in 1968 in the 
form of an article which appeared 
in Consumer Reports 
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Mike Walker, the inventor of the 
Walker Fire Control, examined 
and tested the Consumer Reports 
rifle. After disassembling the 
rifle and examining it, “the 
condition noted in the ‘Consumer 
Reports’ test was prevalent 
again”
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Internal testing identified other 
“extremely dangerous” instances 
when the rifle would fire with a 
“slight lift of the bolt”
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In response to field complaints, 
Remington tested the Model 600, a 
companion model with the Walker 
Fire Control. 74% of the rifles 
inspected exhibited the 
“malfunction” and would “fire 
when the safety was moved from 
‘on’ to 'off’.”
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Gallery Tests are quality control 
tests conducted by Remington on 
samples of finished rifles
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instances when rifles would fire 
in the absence of a trigger pull
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Remington even created a set of 
“demerits” to apply during 
quality control testing
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A “Fires on safe,” “Fires when 
closing” or “Jars off” were all 
listed at the highest demerit 
level as “safety hazards”
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In the midst of increasing 
complaints, Remington increased 
the number of times quality 
control rifles would be inspected 
for the defect
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Remington was fully aware that 
the “gun must not fire as Safe was 
moved to ‘off’” position
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Remington developed a “screw 
driver test” to test for the slip 
fit of the connector on the 
trigger body which can result in 
insufficient sear engagement.  
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Remington’s internal 
testing showed a 56.67% 
failure rate for the 
“screw driver test.” 
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Edited  Image  on  Next  Slide  for  Ease  of  Reading



“FAILS– Firing  Pin  
Head  will   fall  when  
Safety  Released.

OK  – Firing  Pin  Head  
will  not  fall  when  
Safety  Released.”



In the midst of Remington’s 
recall of the Model 600, a rifle 
equipped with the Walker Fire 
Control, Remington also 
considered recalling the Model 
700
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Remington’s own investigation 
suggested that only 20,000 rifles 
were subject to the defect.  
Approximately 1 out of every 100 
rifles in the field. 
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As a result, Remington 
consciously concluded to 
undertake the risk of defective 
rifles in the market
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Years later, Remington still knew 
“Fire on Safety Release” was a 
“malfunction”
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In the mid-1990’s, Remington’s 
recognition of the severity of the 
malfunction again resulted in 
consideration of a recall
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This notice never left the 
building
This notice never left the 
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In 1995, Remington commissioned 
H.P. White Laboratories, an 
independent consultant, to test 
the Model 700 rifle
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The results mirrored complaints 
from the field
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Although conducted on the Model 
710, another rifle equipped with 
the Walker Fire Control, the H.P. 
White experience was duplicated 
in Remington’s internal testing 
of the new Model 710
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Then it happened againThen it happened again





Remington tells its own testing 
technicians to be prepared for 
the potential firing of a rifle 
during bolt closure, one of the 
scenarios that can result in a 
firing of the rifle without a pull 
of the trigger
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The general public is not given 
the same warning
The general public is not given 
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As recently as 2004, Remington 
was still tracking the “accidental 
discharge concerns”
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In 2006, Remington introduced a 
new fire control, the “X-Mark 
Pro” or “Safety Pivoted Link.” It 
did not include a trigger 
connector and forced full 
engagement of the sear upon 
actuation of the safety. 
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